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ABSTRACT

The Problem. The problem was to test, in a school situation* the

ability of the nOtto Self-Concept Improvement Counseling Technique (OSCICT)0

when applied to maladjusted under-achievers (dropouts), to improve (1) their

self-concept as measured by the California Fft Scale, the Mooney Problem

Checklist, and a specially-designed inventory rating sheet, the Winger, and

(2) their scholastic ability and achievement as measured by the Iowa Tests

of Educational Development and the Lorge-Thorndike mental measurement.

In an attempt to measure the effectiveness of the OSCICT on the

employability of the participants, a follow-up was made six months after

students left the program.

The OSCICT. The OSCICT, developed by Dr. Herbert A. Otto, Associate

Professor, University of Utah* sought by emphasis on personality strengths

to achieve more complete realization of an individual's total potentiali-

ties. The five major components of the OSCICT are (1) The Multiple Strength

Perception Method,(2) the Minerva Experience, (3) Assigned Strength Roles,

(4) Action Programs, and, (5) These Are Your Strengths Forms. The OSCICT

has been Successfully tested in a laboratory environment wherein healthy

individuals were used. The purpose, therefore, of this study was to measure

the potential and effectiveness of the OSCICT when applied to less healthy

students such as those enrolled in the projects.

Populations. The three groups used in this study were drawn fram

the enrollees of two MDTA Special Youth Projects. The two schools were

created by funds made available under the Federal Manpower Development and

Training Act of 1962, and administered by the Salt Lake City and Ogden



School Districts during the 1966-68 school years. One-half the enrollees

in the Salt Lake Project were given the OSCICT and used as the experi-

mental group. The other half were one control group. Students from the

Ogden Project were used as a second control group.

Hypotheses. It was hypothesized that the members of the Experi-

mental Group would show improvements by (1) having a lower ending score

on the California 'IF" Scale, (2) by having a lower ending score on the

Mooney Problem Checklists, (3) by having a higher ending score on the

Winger Behavior Inventory, (4) by having a higher ending score on the

Iowa Tests of Educational Development, and,(5) by having higher scores

at the end of the training on the Lorge-Thorndike. It was further

hypothesized that the effects of the OSCICT would carry over to the

world of work.

Findings. It was found that it was meaningless to compare the

EXperimental Group with the Ogden Graap because of so many significant

differences at the outset. Likewise, significant differences between

the Experimental Group and the Control Group made comparison difficult.

Also, it was difficult to measure the EXperimental Group as a group

because of significant differences at the outset between male and female

members.

Hypotheses 1, 2, 3, and 4, were apparently substantiated. While

some of the improvements were not statistically significant, the sub-

stantiation still seemed defensible for several reasons.

Hypothesis 5 was not substantiated. The results from the six month

follow up were inconclusive because there were not sufficient returns of

the questionnaires for statistical analysis.
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PART I

ORGANIZATION AND DESIGN



CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem was to test, in a school situation, the ability of

the Otto Self-Concept Improvement Counseling Technique (OSCICT, when

applied to maladjusted under-achievers (dropouts), to improve

1. their self-concept as measured by the California "F" Scale,

the Mooney Problem Checklist, and a specially-designed

inventory rating sheet, and

2. their scholastic ability and achievement as measured by the

Iowa Tests of Educational Development and the Lorge-

Thorndike mental ability measurement.

In an attempt to measure the effectiveness of the OSCICT on the

employability of the participants, a follow-up was made six months after

students left the program. This is summarized in Part IV of this report.

II. PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH

The OSCICT, developed by Dr. Herbert A. Otto, Associate Professor,

University of Utah, sought by emphasis on personality strengths to achieve

more complete realization of an individual's total potentialities.

The OSCICT has been tested in a laboratory environment wherein

healthy individuals were successfully motivated. The purpose, therefore,

of this study was to measure the potential and effectiveness of the OSCICT

when applied to less healthy sbudents such as those in the Projects.



III. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM

In recent years thousands of adolescents have dropped out of high

school.) For several reasons they have not been able to survive the tra-

ditionally college-oriented secondary schools. If these youth are to

become productive citizens instead of wards of the state, they must some-

how be prepared for the realities they face in the world of work.

One of the more important tasks in the battle against unemployment

is to prepare the youth of the nation to enter the labor force. Scientific

achievement is constantly eliminating traditional jobs and creating new

ones requiring a greater degree of skill. To obtain the initial job and

then be able to change over to new or improved programs, as they are

developed, requires initiative and versatility on the part of the worker.

Such traits are acquired through education and training. A healthy self -

concept is essential.

Proficiency in the basic academic skills of reading, writing, and

arithmetic is absolutely necessary in our present society. Logics there-

fore, demands the acquisition of these fundamental skills before a person

would be expected to master the tasks required of any specific vocation.

The question is, Mow do you teach a person that which he has

already decided that he either cannot learn or does not want to learn?u

Since most dropouts never learn a profession, a vocationally -

oriented program is of particular importance for them, both in terms of

interest and necessary preparation. In addition, if the maladjusted

under-achiever is to change his behavior and outlook, he must be encouraged

to accept a new image of himself and to develop an improved self-concept.

This new image and enhanced self-concept must be developed within existing



school situations through joint efforts of teachers, counselors, princi-

pals, and administrators. The student must be motivated by a revitalized

personal initiative and by the desire to meet the enormous challenges of

modern technological society. He must be encouraged to see himself as a

productive and creative person with the ability to learn, and acquire

knowledge and skills in order to be a productive citizen. Only when he

has changed his self-concept and self-image fram his current constrictive

and self-defeating view of himself as a failure and dropout will he be

capable of meeting life's challenge of assuming responsibility for his

own future.

The successful demonstration of the Otto Self-Concept Improvement

Counseling Technique as a better counseling technique in the environment

of the maladjusted under-achiever may provide an excellent tool for use

anywhere in the United States for the more ex.pedient and effective

reclamation of dropouts.

IV DEF INIT IONS

MDTA a22141 Youth g/n1j22.11.. MDTA Special Youth Projects (called

the projects) refers to those schools created by funds made available

under the Federal Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962, and

administered by the Salt Lake City and Ogden School Districts during the

1966-67 school year.

Malacrusted Under-Achiever. The population used in this study was

referred to by either the term "maladjusted under-achiever" or "dropout."

As basic qualifications for the projects, these dropouts all func-

tioned academically below the ninth grade level. They had also been unable
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to adjust to performing all but the most mundane of social obligations.

Even earning an honest living was above their capabilities, evidenced by

a large percentage of police records and welfare cases among the popula-

tion. Some of their more obvious habits have been the use of drugs,

glue sniffing, and alcoholic beverages,

Dropouttu therefore, was too broad a term to be applied to this

population, but was used alternately with the more realistic designation

of maladjusted under-achievern to mean the sage thing.

OSCICT. The Otto Self-Concept Improvement Counseling Technique

as used in this study was developed by Dr. Herbert A. Otto, Associate

Professor, University of Utah.

Experimental Group. Experimental Group refers to those indivi-

duals in the Salt Lake Project who received the OSCICT.

Control Group, Control Group refers to those individuals in the

Salt Lake Project who did not receive the OSCICT.

Ogden Group. Ogden Group refers to those individuals in the Ogden

Project. They did not receive the OSCICT.

V. DELIMITATIONS

The study had several delimitations:

1. No students were included who were dropped from the Projects

before the end of the basic programs.

2. No students were included who did not receive at least twenty

weeks of the OSCICT.



3. Sola.le verbal administration of tests in the flbefore" phase was

necessary due to the illiteracy of some students.

VI. METHODOLOGY

Class of Inquiry

The class of inquiry used was the study design. The population

that provided data for the study consisted of approximately 100 students

enrolled in the MDTA youth projects conducted by both Ogden and Salt Lake

City School Districts during the 1966-67 school year.

All students enrolled in the Salt Lake Project were initially

divided on the basis of an individual's sex, and then proportionately

distributed, by random numbers, into eight homerooms.

Four of these homeroom groups received the OSCICT and four did

not. Each group participated in the same curriculum instruction, but

were separated one hour each day for homeroom/OSCICT assignments.

After the population was thus distributed, teacher/counselors

trained in the OSCICT were assigned to the experimental groups. Regular

classroom teachers were assigned to the control groups to teach'the

traditional homeroom program.

Systematic bias in the assignment of teachers was minimized by

the random selection of the teachers to be trained in the OSCICT.

In an attempt to control the Hawthorne effect, a group of approxi-

mately twenty students was drawn from the MDTA program in Ogden and used

in this study. They did not receive the OSCICT.
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Instrumentation

"Before-after" testing was utilized to evaluate the effects of the

OSCICT on the students. The first few days of enrollment were devoted to

the "before" testing and orientation. Instruments used included the

California urf Scale, the Winger Behavior Inventory, the Mooney Problem

Checklist, the verbal and non-verbal forms of the Lorge-Thorndike, and

sections of the Iowa Test of Educational Development (ITED).

The posttests were given shortly after the basic program ended,

using the same tests, but all in written form.

Statistical Design

Pretest and posttest scores were reduced to means where applicable

and statistical analyses applied to ascertain whether significant differ-

ences existed.

VII. ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN

This report is divided into the following chapters:

Part I. Organization and Design

Chapter I. The Problem (including statement of the problem,

purpose, significance, definitions, delimitations,

and methodology)

Chapter II. Related Information (including history of the

MDTA and a review of research and related

literature)

Chapter III. Instrumentation (including selection and develop-

ment of evaluative devices)
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Part II. The Research Findings

Chapter IV. Report of Research (including findings and con

clusions)

Part III. Sumnary

Chapter V. Summary and Recommendations

Bibliography

Appendix

Part IV. Follow Up
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CHAPTER II

RELATED INFORMATION

THE MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING ACT

W. Willard Wirtz, Secretary, U. S. Department of Labor, reported

in December, 1965; that

Relentless industrial progress and complex technological advances
have resulted in radical nhanges in our way of life. And since most
Americans must begin their pursuit of happiness with the simple fact
of a secure job, accommodation to these changes has become a national
necessity.

The effects of these changes on employment are well known. There
has been a steady decline in the number of jobs for workers with a
strong back but an untrained mind, and a rapid rise in the number of
jobs requiring perfected skills and advanced edueation. The postwar
"baby-boom" youngsters are crowding into a laboriforce already over-
crowded with inexperienced, unskilled teenagers.'

Because of these conditions cited by Secretary Wirtz, the Manpower

Development and Training Act (MDTA) was passed by Congress in 1962.

Nationwide concern over the deteriorating employment situation for

disadvantaged young people prompted amendment of the MDTA in 1963 to pro-

vide an expanded youth training program, such as special youth programs

designed for disadvantaged out-of-school youth 16 through 21 years of

age. (They are limited to youth who COMB from a severely impoverished

environment which has resulted in inadequate educational attainment and

work preparation. The young people may also be handicapped by language

1U. S. Department of Labor, in co-operation with the U. S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, Manpower Administration Office of
Manpower Policy, Evaluation, and Research, Curtis C. Aller, Director
(Washington: U. S. Printing Office, 1965) 0-796-857.
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or cultural difficulties or by hostility, lack of motivation, and other

emotional problems which make them unacceptable to employers.)

Service and training provided in special youth programs include:

1. Continuing counseling, testing, and guidance while the youth

is in the special program.

2. Training in basic education and prevocational courses --such as

basic work skills and work and' social adjustment- -and occupa-

tional training, in any combination.

3. Job development and other individualized placement services.

4. Followup services, including counseling, as needed to assist

the youth in adjusting in employment. Followup services also

serve to show how such programs'can be improved to better

meet the needs of disadvantaged youth.

II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Findings from research on the dropout abound in the literature.

Barnes described several facets of the dropout as "self-dissatisfaction,

repeated faihAre, suspicion of authority, disruptive hone conditions, com-

munity antagonisms, and fear of unemployability in the changing economic

society of today."
2 Greene reported that the dropout was "more likely to

be a boy than a girl."3 Garbarim found that dropouts tend to marry and

2Regina Barnes, "Ninth Year Language Art Courses for Potential Drop-
outs," High Points, 46 (June, 1963) p. 62.

3Bert I. Greene, "Dropouts and the Elementary School," National
Elementary Principals, 42 (November, 1962), p. 53.
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have children whom they cannot support.4 Lichter, Dugan, Giesse, and many

others report that usually the dropout has an emotional deficiency.5,6,7

Findings from Huber and Matthews indicated that students drop out

for many reasons: "Lack of interest in school work, particular teachers

responsible,"
8 "social status (or lack of it), academic inadequacy,09 etc.

There is no question that the above pretty well describes the drop-

out. The seriousness of the problem, however, is hinted at by Riendeau

when he found that "juvenile delinquency is ten times more frequent among

dropouts than among high school graduates,"1° and Kristan who found that

"many dropouts are spending considerable portions of their lives as wards

of the state --on relief, in hospitals, or other public institutions."11

4M. Garbaria4 "Delinquency, Dropout and Related Problems," Michigan

Educational Journal, 40 (January, 1963), P. 349.

5Solomon O. Lichter, "Prevention of School Dropouts," School and
Society., 90 (April, 1962)a p. 160.

6Ruth Dugan, "Investigation of the Personal, Social, Educational,
and Economical Reasons for Success and Lack of Success in School as EX-

pressed by 105 Tenth Grade Biology Students," Journal of Educational
Research, 55 (August, 1962), p. 544.

7Richard J. Giesse, "A Closer Look at Dropouts," Texas Outlook, 47
(January, 1963), p. 24.

8Mildred Huber, "Profile of a Dropout," California Education, 1

(November, 1963), p. 3.

9Charles V. Matthews, "The Serious Problems of the School Dropout,"
Illinois Education, 50 (January, 1962), p. 209.

10Albert J. Riendeau, "Facing Up to the Dropout Problem," Clearing
House, 36 (Mayo 1962), p. 524.

11Carl V. Kristan, "Meeting the Needs of School Dropouts," Chicago.
School Journal, 44 (December, 1962), p. 119.



No price tag can be placed on the human life, but dollars and cents

can be placed on the burden to society of a nonproductive citizen.

It is often quoted that the normal, healthy individual is only

operating at ten to fifteen per cent of his potential. Hoyt found that

the dropout tended to "be even lower, relatively speaking, in academic

achievement,"
12 and is thus using even a smaller per cent of his potential.

The challenge, therefore, is to tap or develop as much as possible

of these latent capabilities--both from "normal" members of society and

fram the dropouts.

Otto reports that there is evidence that this problem can be

attacked through an interpersonal approach using the medium of small group

and employing special methods and instruments developed as a part of his

Human Potentialities Research Project at the University of Utah.13

Articles have been published in scientific and professional journals

describing the work of the HPRP. In this project a number of methods and

approaches have been developed and used in programs with selected popula-

tions and in laboratory situations by psychiatrists, psychologists and

social workers.14

12Kenneth B. Hoyt, "The Counselor and the Dropout," Clearing House,

36 (May, 1962), p. 516.

13H. A. Otto, "Human Potentialities Research at th9,University of
Utah," (Salt Lake City: Graduate School of Social Work, University of

Utah, 1965), pp. 1, 2, 16-26. (Limeographed.)

14H. A. Otto, The Personal and Family Strength Research Projects:
Some Implications for the Therapist," Mental Hygiene, 48 (July, 1964)9

PP. 439-9450.
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Sone of the principles, concepts, methods and instrunents which

have been developed certainly have application to programs dealing with

the rehabilitation of dropouts. Methods considered to be especially

appropriate are the multiple strenth perception method, action programs,

and strength role assignments015

Incorporating these in a holistic approach, and focusing on the

potential of the student and building on his strengths, will foster the

development of an enhanced self-concept and encourage significant change

in the self-image. Once the student feels worthwhile and realizes his

true potentials his mind will be more free to concentrate on academic

achievement and the pursuit of a vocation. A brief review of the litera-

ture indicates support of these concepts.

In an experiment reported by Videbeck it was brought out n

that self-conceptions are learned and that the evaluative reactions of

others play a significant part in the learning process."16

Staines found evidence that teachers can alter the self-concept of

their students,by making positive comments to them as well as creating an

atmosphere of greater psychological security.17

15H. A. Otto, "Personal and Family Strength Research and Spon-

taneity Training," Group Psychotherapy, 27 (June-September, 1964), Pp.

143-148.

16R. Videbeck, "Self-Conceptions and the Reactions of Others,"
Sociometry, 22 (December, 1960), pp. 351-359.

17J. W. Staines, "Self-Picture as a Factor in the Classroom,"
British Journal of Educational Psycholop3r, 2 8 (June, 1956), pp. 97-111.
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In a cooperative research project Wilber B. Brookover and associates

concluded the follawing: ". that self-concept of ability is related to

school achievement when measured intelligence is controlled consistently,"

and that ". 0 . self-concept of ability is a significant factor affecting

the school achievement for boys and tirls in the seventh grade."1

While working with adolescents in Salt Lake City to determine

their strengths, Healy found the following:

1. The self-concept largely determines the course of action which

the individual will take.

2. The strengths of the individual often lie dormant.

3. The adolescent stage of development holds particular promise

for the formation of a healthy self-concept and utilization

of strengths.

4. Literature is greatly lacking in the area of strength con-

cepts.

5. More research is needed in areas of recognizing and utilizing

strength resources.19

During the past six years Dr. Herbert A. Otto has researched,

developed and initiated a program known as the Human Potentialities

Research Project. His basic assumption is that the normal healthy

1814 B. Brookover, and others, "The Relationship of Self-Image to

Achievement in Junior High School Subject," Cooperative Research Project

No. 145., (East Lansing, Michigan: Office of Research and Publications,

Michigan State University, 1962).

19Sandra L. Healy, and H. A. Otto, "Adolescents' Self-Perception
of Personality Strengths," Journal of Human Relations, (accepted for

publication.)



individual functions at approximately ten to fifteen per cent of his

potential. Many behavioral scientists such as Fromm,20 Kubie,21 Maslow,22

Mead,23 Murphy, 24 Rogers,25 and others, also subscribe to this hypothesis.

The implication is then, that man has at his disposal a vast reservoir of

mental capabilities as well as physical strength and energy which has con-

sistently been under-estimated.

The application of these new self-concept improvement techniques

to a group-of maladjusted under-achievers will extend the scope of present

research concerning the reclamation of dropaats.

20E. Fromm, Man For Himself, (New York: Holt, Reinhardt, and
Winston, 1962).

21L. S. Kubie, "Neurotic Distortion of the Creative Process,"
Porter Lectures, Series 22, (Lawrence, Kansas: Uni-rsity of Kansas
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23Margaret Mead, "Culture and Personality Development: Human
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Uriversity of Chicago Press, 1763):74). 241-254.

24G. Murphy, Human Potentialities, (New York: Basic Books, Inc.,

1961).

25C. R. Rogers, On Becoming a Person, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
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CHAPTER III

INSTRUMENTATION

Because of the uniqueness of the Otto Self-Concept Improvement

Counseling Techntque the first section of this chapter -is devoted to

an overview of the method, with five sub-sections to emphasize the five

major techniques of the OSCICT. Section II of this chapter is devoted

to the selection and/or development of the instruments used to measure

students for this study.

I. OVERVIEW OF THE OTTO SELF-CONCEPT IMPROVEMENT COUNSELING TECHNIQUE

One of the goals of the Human Potentialities Research Project

developed by Dr. Herbert A. Otto was to develop methods designed to help

individuals make better use of their personality resources, strengths

and assets, and to help them to actualize their potentialities. Beginning

in 1960 a number of methods have been developed and field-tested* both in

laboratory groups conducted at the University of Utah as well as in various

social agency and institutional settings. In the latter case, use of the

methods was with patient groups. The most effective of these methods are

the Multiple Strength Perception Method, Action Programs, use of Your

Strengths formst Strength Role Assignment, and a recently-discovered

method (1964) which shows great promise, the Minerva Experience.

All methods are essentially for use in groups, although Action

Programs, These Are Your Strengths forms, Strength Role Assignment, and
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the Minverva Experience have been used with good effect in individual

therapy, counseling and casework.

Dr. Otto has stressed that these methods be used with counseling

groups only after there has been a considerable working through of the

basic problens and pathology of the group members and when in the thera-

pist's judgment participants are ready to profit optimally from an ego-

supportive type of experience. Experience indicates that this is usually

sometime beyond the mid-point in the treatment process. Thus, for the

purpose of actualizing potential, these methods are best empaoyed

1. only after the group has developed a considerable degree of

interpersonal closeness,

2. after members are able to comnunicate spontaneously and

freely about their real concerns,

3. after they are able to share the depth of their feelings, and,

4. after they can use confrontation productively.

The Multiple Strength Perception Method

The Multiple Strength Perception Method is designed for use in

groups which focus on the mobilization of human potential and can also be

used in group therapy, group counseling and group work, as well as in

educational programs which focus on helping a person to "get to know him-

self better." The method can be of particular value (1) in helping group

members gain a clearer understanding and overview of their strengths,

personal resources, capacities and potentialities, and (2) in providing

an ego-supportive type of experience for members. The following are

detailed procedures for use of the method:



1. The M.S.P. Method should be used with non-patient groups only

after group members have reached a point where they "really

know each other," and after most of any underlying present

hostilities which might be present have been worked through.

2. It is of value if the M.S.P. Method is described in detail to

the group and the choice left to them whether they wish to

use the method or not. This avoids the onus of members feel-

ing that the nethod was "imposed on them." While describing

the method, the voluntary nature of participation is stressed.

A blackboard can be used to outline the essential steps of

the M.S.P. Method and to write out the Key Questions.

3. It is essential that prior to the use of the method the group

work through and recognize on a feeling level that the facing

of problems, unrecognized aspects of the self, or blocks to

the actualization of unused or latent resources is a prere-

quisite to helping a person identify and develop strengths

and potentialities. The group should also be helped to face

the fact that sometimes a (seeming) strength may be symptomatic

of a problem or create an impediment to the optimum functioning

of a person. Group members should, therefore, be encouraged to

feel free also to contribute their percpetions and insight as

to what is prevent:Lim an individual from making better use of

his strengths or resources. However, the group should be

helped to recognize that the focus is essentially strength

centered. Emphasis is on the use of perceptions and insights
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as a means of helping the target person make fuller use of

his potentialities.

All those wishing to participate in the use of the method are

asked to write their names on a slip of paper and to fold

this slip. These slips ary then placed in a receptacle and

the name 6f the target person is drawn so that selection is

essentially random.

5. The target person begins the process by enumerating and sharing

aloud what he sees as his strengths. While he is doing this,

the group normally does not interrupt or question.

6. When the target person has finished listing what he sees as

his strenghts he then turns to the group and asks the group

the key question in the following or similar words: "What

other strengths do you see ne as having, and what (factors

or problems) do you see as keeping me from using these

strengths?" It should be noted that the group must not begin

sharing their perceptions of the target person's strengths

(or factors which keep him from making better use of these

personality resources) unless the target person, first asks

the key question. Ay voicing the key questions the target

person in effect issues an invitation and takes responsibility

for what transpires during the experience. In additions there

appears to be a greater ego involvement and readiness to accept

the perceptions of the group if the target person asks the

group for help by addressing to them the key question.
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7. The group now "bombards" the'target person with its perceptions

of his strenghts and factors or forces which keep him from

utilizing these strengths. Group members may also address

questions to the target person designed to solicit clues

about strengths or potentialities or questions designed to

explore or clartfy possible blocks or impediments to the use

of personality resources.

80 The group interaction around the target person usually lasts

about forty minutes. When the group leader senses that the

group's perceptions of the target person's strengths are

running out, he asks the following question: "Are there any

other strengths that you see in John (or Mary)?"

9. If no further perceptions are forthcoming, the group leader

or therapist asks the 4:ollowing key question: "Now that we

have seen the range of soma of the strengths and potentiali-

ties in John (or Mary), what sort of group fantasy or dream

do we have about him (or her); that is, if he (or she) uses

all these strengths--how would we see John (or Mary) function-

ing five years from now?" The group then shares their fan-

tasies and dreams about the target person. Although this is

not done routinely, the target person can be asked to share

the dream or fantasy he has for himself by using the follow-

ing or a similar question: "Now John (or Mary) if you used

your strengths and potentialities and could do anything you

wanted to do, what is your deepest dream or fantasy about
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yourself?" Finally, and as a means of closure, the following

question can be addressed to the target person: "What sort

of feelings did you have when Strength-Bombardment was going

on?"

The Minerva Experience

This method is named after the Roman goddess, Minerva, goddess of

imagination and creativity-who sprang fully armored from the head of

Jupiter. It will be recalled that one of the contributions from psycho-

analysis, and traceable to the early works of Freud, is the hypothesis

that every person in the process of growing up undergoes a series of

traumatic experiences which are repressed or "forgotten" and which become

part of the unconscious. It is one of the tasks of the therapist to help

the patient explore his unconscious and to discover and work through these

traumatic incidents so that they can be more successfully integrated into

the life experience. Psychic energy is thus made available which has

formerly been invested in the repression of traumatic material.

In a similar manner, it is Otto's hypothesis that there are in the

background of every person, especially during childhood and also through-

out life, a web of highly formative positive experiences. This web-work

of creative, positive incidents consists of experiences charged with deep

emotional meanings called Minverva experiences. These experiences have a

great deal to do with the way an individual grows and develops and the

network of his strengths and potentialities and are believed to be as

important if not more important, than traumatic incidents. The uncover-

ing and recall of Minverva experiences can make psychic energy available
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through increased self-understanding and by providing clues to strengths

and potentialities, some of which may be latent or hidden. Although

there are some similarities, the Minerva experience concept differs from

Maslow's concept of peak experiensta which he defines as follows: "The

word peak experience is a generalization for the best moments of the

human being, for the happiest moments of life, for experiences of ecstacy,

rapture, bliss, of the greatest joy."1 The essential difference is that

Minerva experiences are defined as a network of highly formative and

gradthful experiences having strongly positi1J.e affective components and

which play a dominant role in the genesis of personality resources thus

significantly affecting personality development. It is Otto/s finding

that the preponderance of these experiences are not readily accessible to

recall; however, uncovering of Minerva experiences provides clues to

personality assets and the unfolding of the individual's potentialities.

Maslowts research and findings from peak experiences add to and deepen

our understanding of Minerva experiences, a more inclusive construct.

To initiate use of the method, Minerva experiences are defined and

the method described in detail to the group. The decision whether to use

Minerva experience is then made by the total group. When the group reaches

a decision to use this method, an assignment is made asking all group mem-

bers to think about and "go back into their childhood" to uncover such

Minerva experiences. It has been found that if an assignment is given to

1A0 H. Maslow, "Fusions of Facts and Values," The American Journal

of E2z912maj,y2L, 23 (February, 1963), pp. 117-131.
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recall these experiences, most group members wlll in the interim period

between sessions make an effort to recall such experiences. This con-

siderably facilitates use of the method.

During the session following the assignment, a layer removal or

"onionskin procedure" is used to foster recall of Minerva experiences.

A chart is placed on the blackboard with the top item reading "Age 15 to

18," then "Age 6 to 109" "Age 3 to 6" and !Melow 3 years." This chart

has been found to be helpful and fosters the process of recall. Partici-

pants are urged to let their "mind and memory wander freely and to free

associate if needed," and to begin by recalling Nlnerva experiences at

the top of the chart, between ages 15 to 18. They are asked to hold off

voicing out loud experiences which they recall from an earlier period.

Whenever a participant finishes sharing an experience, the person directing

Minerva experiences asks the following questions: "About what age would

you place this experience--can you recall anything else about the experi-

ence."? and "What other experiences do you recall during this period of

yaar life?" Oftentimes a "trigger phenomenon" can be observed as the

sharing of an experience triggers the recall of forgotten incidents in

other group members. The group moves down the chart but not rigidly since

to maintain spontaneity of sharing it is often best to have a group menber

share an especially vivid memory even though it falls outside of the age

range which the group is exploring.

Assi ned Stren th Roles

Assigned Strength Roles is essentially a group method but has

also been used in individual treatment programs. The method offers
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participants an opportunity to live a defined role and to engage in

specific behavior over a period of time which they believe would strengthen

them or which could lead to better utilization of the individual's poten-

tial.

In group use the method is first described, and choice whether to

use the method is left to the group members. A set of four by five cards

is passed around with each card having one strength role typed on it. It

is pointed out that the strength roles on the cards are only illustrative

and that the group wculd need to make up a strength role for the person

selected. Those wishing to participate then write their names on a piece

of paper, and selection is made by random drawing.

Before beginning the process, the person in charge again carefully

stresses that the purpose of strength role assignment is not,to correct a

person's shortcomings, weaknesses or problems by asking him to do some-

thing he may not wish to do. The purpose of the method is for everyone

to help the person whose name has been drawn to work aut a strength role

which he will enjoy carrying out, which will strengthen him and which he

feels will enable him to make better use of his potential. To initiate

the process of strength role assignment, the person whose name has been

drawn should turn to the group and ask members the key question in words

similar to the following: "What is the role which you think would

strengthen me mostor do most by helping me to mobilize my potentialities?"

It is only after the Key Question has been asked that everyone should

begin by Contributing their ideas.

Strength roles should be made up and tailored to the specific

needs of the person who chooses to participate in strength role assignment,



with his wishes a fundamental consideration in the role assignmsnt. He

should want to enter into the strength role assignment of his own accord

and should be able to enjoy the role. Coercion or forcing a strength role

on a person through group pressure should very rarely be attempted and

only under special circumstances, as for example, when a person "wants to

be persuaded" by the group into accepting a role. Assignment of a strength

role is on the basis of group discussion and consensus. Immediately fol-

lowing the assignment specific behaviors associated with the role are

spelled out by the group. Notes of these suggestions concerning specific

behavior are taken either by or for the person selected. Approximately a

weak later the person then shares with the group his experience with

strength role assignment. The effect of the strength role on those

associated with him is examined as well as any growth or change which is

taking place in him.

Strength role assignment appears to be of particular value by pro-

viding an individual with a broad framework of behavior and actions for

"trying out" and developing latent abilities and capacities. There is

evidence of a noticeable "carry-over effect" in that both specific

behaviors as well as attitudes associated with the behavior continue

beyond the period of assignment and into the life experience of the

individual, so reports Dr. Otto. In many instances family and associates

will recognize changes in behavior and make such as "you are mUch more

creative than you have ever been," and "you are so much more outgoiAg.

Such commnts and observations appear to reinforce the behavior and contri-

bute to positive change and increased utilization of potential.



Action Pro rams

Action Programs are a method which Dr. Otto believes to be useful

in both individual and group counseling. It is based on the assumption

that the interim period between counseling sessions can be utilized plan -

nedly and systematically in an effort to help the counselee achieve

growth. Action programs are defined as any activity, program or inter-

personal experience which the participant engages in outside of the

counseling setting in order to facilitate the development of strengths or

the utilization of his potential. Selection of the type of action prgram

to be undertaken is left very largely to the initiative of the counselee.

We begin where he is and encourage him to prescribe for himself.

Again, this method is best used after the approximate mid-point of

treatment has been passed.

Action Programs initially are of a very simple nature (improve-

ments in grooming, buying a new dress, etc.) and gradually become more

complex (building new friendships). Action Programs are usually carried

to conclusion in from three to seven days. On completion of an action

program, counselees discuss it wlth the counselor (what undertaking the

program has done for them). If the action program has not been com-

pleted, blocks or resistences are examined.

When the method is used in a group counseling setting, it is of

value to point out that uthis is not only a talking group, but an action

group.0 It is s'cxessed that increased utilization of strengths and problem

solving abilities does not take place solely as a result of one group

meeting a week regardless of the depth of personal exchange or experience

_
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which takes place. Group members are urged to immediately become involved

in action programs, and are asked to use their best judgment in selecting

that action program "which would do most for them."

Successes or failures with action programs are then reported back

to the group by the individual members, and evaluation of these programs

is constantly undertaken to determine to what extent the individual is

helped to develop strengths and encouraged to use potentialities. Where

blocks and difficulties in sustaining action programs are encountered,

group members are urged to ask the assistence of the total group. The

group then brings its sensitivity and perceptivity to bear in an effort

to help the individual reach an increased understanding of his difficulties

and to help him to remove the obstacle.

By use of action programs, the counseling process is extended into

the process of living as the counselee invests himself in purposive action

outside of the counseling setting as a means of making therapeutic gains.

Dr. Otto believes that professionals are still making too little use of

the principle of extending the process of therapy outside of the office

door.

These Are Your Strengths Forms

These are your strengths forms is a technique best used when the

group has passed the approximate mid-point. The method is designed to

provide the patient with a series of positive, ego-supportive experiences.

A seconday aim of the method is to mobili3e and to enlist aspects of the

patient's interpersonal relationship environment'in his efforts to regain

healthier and more optimal functioning. The very simplicity of this
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method is deceptive as oftentimes complex forces are set in motion through

its use. The method is first described in detail and the choice of whether

or not to use the method is left to the group.

The method is briefly as follows: mimeographed forms are used

having the following headings, "These Are What I See as Your Personality

Strengths and Resources." The remainder of the page is blank. However,

the right hand part of the forms contains the word "Name: tt

and under that the word "Date: " for use by the individual.

The explanation is given that it is the purpose of the method to provide

a series of interpersonal experiences of a positive nature designed to

give the participant an understanding of how people close to him perceive

his strengths and personality assets. It is noted that oftentimes those

close to us have a different perspective or clearer idea of our resources

because wa are too close to ourselves and not accustomed to thinking in

terms of our strengths.

The members of the group each fill one out for the target person.

Further the group usually has an informal discussion with the person after

the forms have been filled out. Objectives of this informal discussion

would be to seek clarification or amplification in relation to certain

listed strengths, to ask for examples which have led the person filling

out the form to the conclusion that the participant has a particular

personality resource, etc.

II. INSTRUMENTS

Five facets of the students enrolled iru the projects needed to be

measured and evaluated: (1) the student's educational achievement, (2)
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his potential ability, (3) his attitudes, (4) his personal problems, and

(5) his personality. This section was divided accordingly into five

sections, to discuss each of the five instruments.

Achievement

From the many tests available for measuring academic achievement

the Iowa Tests of Education Development (ITED) were chosen. However, only

Tests 1, 4, 5, and 9 were used because, based on the curriculum in the two

projects, these tests might logically show an improvement.

All students were initially screened with a reading test and all

those who were reading at or below the third grade level were given the

ITED tests orally. Questions were read twice. When it was observed that

a student was marking answers randomly, or was otherwise not motivated to

do his best, his score was eliminated from the group results.

Potential Ability

No evaluation of an individual's academic progress is possible with-

out looking at his innate or potential ability, his DIQ.ft The Lorge-

Thorndike Intelligence Test was selected because of its wide range of

adaptability. Level F of the test was used for two reasons: (1) it was

the most all-inclusive level for grades completed in school, and (2) IQ

scores corresponding to the ages of the students could easily be inter-

preted.

Inasmuch as a fairly large proportion of the students were unable

to read above the lower elementary grade levels, both the verbal and the

non-verbal forms of the test were administered.
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For the posttest, only the verbal form was given. For those stu

dents unable to read well, the test questions were read aloud, but kept

within the tine limit the test provided. Those students who had no

particular reading handicap were administered the test according to the

directions contained in the manual and also the test booklet.

Social Attitude

Because of its ease in administering to groups, the California uFtl

Scale was used to measure students in the natter of their social atti

tudes. The thirty items on this scale were read to those students with

reading handicaps.

Personal Problems

Even though the Mooney Problem Checklists are not generally used

for the purpose of establishing central tendency and deviations, it seemed

that this was the best test available to check with some thoroughness the

personal problems of the individual. Some students refused to mark some

items and were thus not included in their group totals.

Personality

It was obvious from the first exposure to the students enrolled in

the Salt Lake Project that much improvement was needed in terns of dress,

cleanliness, manners, and other outward manifestations of the individual.

Upon short acquaintance with the students enrolled in the Project

it became equally obvious that there were many personality maladjustments

and social maladjustments in virtually every student.
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With these variables in mind, the investigator set about to develop

an instrument which would measure growth or progress in the areas of

personality and social adjustment.

One of the thoughts that occurred was to take "before" and "after"

pictures. This turned out to be impractical for several reasons. One,

the turnover among students in the early days of the project made it quite

difficult to set up photo.time. Second, it was noted that many groomed

specially for the picture and thus did not reflect a true picture. Also,

it was felt that a photograph would not measure the major part of the

personality- -the social adjustment to the school situation, the other

students, and the faculty.

A brainstorming session was held with.Ahe faculty and from it came

a long list of so-called personality variables which could be used to

describe these students. The list included such mundane things as clean

fingernails, haircuts, and BO. Hadever, the list was worthwile, but too

wieldly to be used.

Thus, the second phase in the development was to categoiize the

variables suggested into four major classifications: (1) appearance, (2)

social behavior, (3) personality, and (4) attitude toward authoriiy. A

fifth miscellaneous category was added because there were a few traits

which did not fall under any of the major categories.

The list was field tested by faculty menbers to see which items were

redundent, which items were too hard to calculate, and which caused too

much disagreement among faculty members, or had varied meanings to differ-

ent faculty members.

7/



Finallywas evolved a personality inventory, titled the Winger

Behavior Inventory with which each faculty member rated each student

individually, both pretest and posttest. The scores actually assigned

to the student were the composite of all the faculty ratings.





CHAPTER IV

REPORT OF RESEARCH

The purpose of this study was to test, in a school situation, the

ability of the OSCICT to improve the students who received it. TWO other

groups were included in the study with the hope that comparison would make

the scores of the experinental group more neaniagful. One of these too

control graups was located in the sane project, which means that the stu

dents in it mixed freely with the students in the experinental group and

that each had common teachers/Counselors. The other control group was

located in a similar project in Ogden, staffed by a completely different

faculty.

Assuning.that the OSCICT would make a difference to those who

received it, five hypotheses were formulated:

1. The Ekperimental Group members would show an improvement in the

area of Social Attitude as measured by the California F

Scale by having a lower ending score than beginning.

2. The EXperimental Group members would show an improvement in the

area of Personal Problems as measured by the Mooney Problem

Checklists by having a lower ending score than beginning.

3. The Experimental Group mgmbers would show an improvement in the

area of Personality as measured by the Winger Behavior Inventory

by having a higher ending score than beginning.
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4. The Experimental Group would show an improvement in the area of

Achievement as measured by the ITED by having higher ending

scores than beginning.

5. The EXperimental Group members would show an improvement in the

area of Potential Ability as measired by the Lorge-Thorndike

by having higher ending scores than beginning.

Inasmuch as two somewhat similar groups were measured for comparison

with the Experimental Group, several additional questions were raised:

1. Were the three graups fraa the same population to begin with on

each of the variables measured?

2. Was there a significant difference between the sexes, within

and among the graups?

3. Did all groups show improvement?

4. Were the observed improvements (increases or decreases) in the

groups statistically significant?

In order to verify or reject the stated hypotheses and to answer

the questions raised, the summation ofthe individual scores in each group,

divided by the number of the group, gave us mean scores for each of the

three groups used in the study. These mean scores were then compared. The

significant findings are reported in the first section of this chapter.

There are three sub-sections to deal with the three major groupings of

data: (1) Beginning Differences Among Groups, (2) Beginning vs. Ending

Means Among Groups, and (3) Comparison of Differences.

At the beginning of each of these sub-sections are several tables

denoting means and T-scores between groups. These are followed by a

,discussion of the items which are statistically significant.



The second section of this chapter is devoted to a discussion of

the conclusions reached from the findingse

I. FINDINGS

BeRinninkEifferences Among Groups

An investigation of the data disclosed that there were significant

differences among the groups at the outset of the study. These have been

carefully divided into several following categories for convenience of

the reader.

Table I. Ekperimental Group Pretest Scores vs. Ogden Group Pretest

Scores. It was found that there were many differences between the Ekperi-

mental Group and the Ogden Group at the outset. The members of the

Ekperimental Group,were significantly older than members of the Ogden

Group (.01). It was found that the Ekperimental Group had significantly

more problems checked on the four sub-tests of the Mooney--Health and

Physical Development (.05), School (.05), Money, Work, the Future (.05),

and Hoy and Girl Relations (.05). The Mooney total was also significant

(.05). As indicated on Table I the Ekperimental Group pre-test scores

were significantly (.001) lower than the Ogden Group on four out of five

of the sub-sections of the Winger.

Table II. Experimental Group Pretest Scores vs. Control Group

Pretest Scores. The EXperimental Group scored significantly (.05) higher

than the Control Group on the Lorge-Thorndike. Also, the Experimental

Group scored significant4 (.05) better than the %;ontrol Group on four

sections of the Mooney--BC, PG, SC, and Total.



TABLE I

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP PRETEST SCORES VS, OGDEN GROUP PRETEST SCORES

Measurement T -Value

Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 1.2790

Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 .5896

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 1.3076

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 1.9737*

California F .4481

Mooney--Health and Physical Development 1.7129*

School 1.7081*

Home and Family .7527

Money, Work, the Future 1.6969*

Boy and Girl Relations
Relations to People in General 1.0531

Self-centered Concerns .9715

Total 1.7520*

ITED Total 1.7508*

Lorge-Thorndike .7759

Winger--Appearance 1.0133

Social Behavior 3.5213***

Personality 4.3627***
Authority 4.5525***
Other 3.794634R-
Total 4.1520***

* Significant at .05
** Significant at .01

*** Significant at .001
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TAMP, II

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP PRETEST SCORES VS. CONTROL GROUP PRETEST SCORES

aseoliAromrerammemoafiNloterw~mme........u...........4~...
..w...row_ -SflSaflSMatflaSSra

Measurement T -Value
.....1.....O.WIROOMWOOMW.POW.WIMMOWIDAMMNIMOim,11100101111~IMMOMMONOWNIMMO

Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 .5851

Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 1.4064

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 .0797

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 .6331

California F .1789

Mooney--Health and Physical Development 1.1948

School 1.7551

Home and Family 1403924

Money, Work, the Future 1.5788

Boy and Girl Relations 2.2881*

Relations to People in General 2.1408*

Self-centered Concerns 1.9619*

Total 2.2700*

ITED Total .6048

Lorge-Thorndike 2.4125*

Winger--Appearance 1.1045

Social Behavior .2298

Personality .0087

Authority 4770
Other .6251

Total .3449

INMWMOOMOOMUMOMemOOVMaOAIUIWWmmllmMilMrmOdIMWWVMMWMMOOVAIOMOWV.W1.1MO#OO.00MWIMW.MMMMIMWNMOWIMIVM4O~APMIMIWMftl.

* Significant at .05
'H4 Significant at .01

*** Significant at .001
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Table III. Euerimental GraLlp Pretest Male Scores vs. Mmilimental

Group Pretest Female Scores. The girls were significantly younger (.05)

than the boys. Also, the girls scored higher than the boys on ITED #9

(.01) and ITED Total (.05). The girls were significantly higher on five

of the six parts of the Winger--Social Behavior (.05), Personality (.01),

Authority (.01)0 Other (.01), and Total (.01).

Table IV. Control Group Pretest Male Scores vs. Control Group

Pretest Female Scores. As indicated on Table IV, there were no signifi

cant differences discovered between the girls and the boys of the control

group.

Table V. Ogden Grou Pretest Male Scores vs 0 den Grou Pretest

Female Scores. As indicated on Table V, there were two significant differ

ences uncovered: the girls were significantly older (.01) and they were

significantly higher (.05) on ITED #9.

Total Pretest Male Scores vs. Total Pretest Female Scores. Though

not directly a part of this study, it was interesting to note that the

girls in the total group were significantly higher than the boys in

several categories: ITED #9 (.001), ITED Total (.05), Winger Social

'Behavior (.01), Winger Personality (.01), Winger Authority (.01), Winger

Other (.01), and Winger Total (.01).

Table Male vs. Control

Group Pretest Male Scores. As indicated on Table VI, no significant

differences were uncovered between the EbcTerimental Graup Male members

and the Control Graup Male members.
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TABLE III

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP PRETEST MALE SCORES VS. EXPERIMENTAL
GROUP PRETEST FEMALE SCORES.. 614.6.41`,. WI 'JUNK 'Maus. Sft, A.:14-4.11C.1.21.1.1114.2.1T71.304.41LVOIOMIJOISKJ.M147.761.M171.1.111.1,....701.L.,

Measurement T -Value

Isorwamm..r mror ammanmvanimmornalloriawiNoNOMINN=0

Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 1.9387

Iowa Test of Educational Development 04 1.9907

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 1.4147

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 2.9452**

California F .9946

Mooney--Health and Physical Development .8842

School .4205
Home and Family 1.2971

Money, Work, the Future .3790

Boy and Girl Relations .4082

Relations to People in General .6138

Self-centered Concerns 1.1767

Total .7408

ITED Total

Winger--Appearance
Social Behavior
Personality
Authority
Other
Total

2.6345*

1.1224
2.2206*
2.7451**
3,2499**
3.0425**
2.9314**

0001110.M0111WWOMWSIONOOKONIM ..... illiNOMMOMOMIN.i.11.00.0~11.11.01211M............DOMAMIMMOOMOIMIMr010011MMON1401.1041MAINIMMO

* Significant at .05
** Significant at .01

*** Significant at .001



TABLE IV

CONTROL GROUP PRETEST MALE SCORES VS. CONTROL GROUP PRETEST
FEMALE SCORES

Measurement T -Value

Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 .0386

Iowa Test of Educational Development h4 .6535

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 1.7591

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 1.4748

California F 1.7514

Mooney- -Health and Physical Development .8707

School .1065

Home and Family .0465

Money, Work, the Future .6584

Boy and Girl Relations .2422

Relations to People in General .7746

Self-centered Concerns .6410

Total .2897

ITED Total .9719

Lorge-Thorndike .6596

Winger--Appearance .4759

Social Behavior .5624

Personality .5281

Authority .8281

Other .5850

Total .5102

* Significant at .05
** Significant at .01

*** Significant at .001



TABLE V

OGDEN GROUP PRETEST MALE SCORES VS. OGDEN GROUP PRETEST
FEMALE SCORES

Measurement T -Value

WilowWmummim..1.1..41.

Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 .7571

Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 .3657

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 .5160

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 2.3503*

California F .5141

Mooney--Health and Physical Development .2217

School .0826

Hame and Family .8790

Money, Work, the Future .2917

Boy and Girl Relations .4482

Relations to People in General .4818

Self-centered Concerns .0516

Total .1640

ITED Total .2406

Lorge-Thorndike .2115

Winger--Appearance 1.2144

Social Behavior 1.2309

Personality .9023

Authority 1.5105

Other 1.0990

Total 1.3705

* Significant at .05

** Significant at .01

*** Significant at .001
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TABLE VI

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP PRETEST MALE SCORES VS. CONTROL GROUP
PRETEST MALE SCORES

1101..0.11mme
4111.41.1.110...............m...W#WOINIOMMAMOWWWIMOOMMID4101.1.00001.00.011OMMUMNI.1...M.1.010011040110.1~.04MWD

Measurement T-Value
wd.mmo..Wsemu..wqmmm~amwmswmem0.Wmmmmmm~~m~~.~a..WA.O

101010111M.111.1111111111.0

Iowa Test of Educatiaaal Development #1 .1694

Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 .0594

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 .2501

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 .0444

California F 1.4763

Mboney--Health and Phy.sica1 Development. .9454

School 1.2244

Home and Family .5709

Moneys Works the Future .9705

Boy and Girl Relations 1.5212

Relations to People in General 1.6554

Self-centered Concenrs 1.3169

Total 1.5402

ITED Total .0278

Lorge-Thorndike 1.4000

Winger--Appearance 1.1488

Social Behavior .4892

Personality .7638

Authority .1072

Other .3933

Total .6467

.....dolommoo..........................rewommomwomompinommommowwWwww......momoommeomwoommlimaNatommilmamommwrilmesmomMO

* Significant at .05

** Signififlant at .01

*** Significant at .001
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Table_EIIEmerimental Grou Pretest Male Scores vs. 0 den Group

Pretest Male Scores. It was found that the male members of the Ogden

Group were significantly younger (.01) than the male members of the

Ekperimental Group. As indicated on Table VII, the male members of the

Ogden Group were significantly higher (.05) on the ITED Total, the Winger

Social Behavior (.05), the Winger Personality (.01), the Winger Authority

(.01), the Winger Other (.01), and the Winger Total (.01).

Table VIII. Experimental Gra9 Pretest Female Scores vs. Control

Group Pretest Female Scores. As indicated on Table VIII, only one sig-

nificant (.05) difference was discovered. The Experimental Group female

members were higher on the Lorge-Thorndike than were the female members

of the Control Group.

Table II. Experimental Group Pretest Female Scores vs. Ogden Group

Pretest Female Scores. As indicated on Table IX, the Ogden Group female

members were significantly higher than the Experimental Group female mem-

bers on two measures: (1) Winger Authority (.01), and (2) the Winger

Total (.05).

p_L1.0g.s.E_einnirndinWearisAnonGrous

The beginning and ending scores of each of the three groups was

analyzed for significant increases or decreases. Each group was further

sub-divided into the male and female members for analysis. Total scores,

though not a part of this study, were also compared.
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TABIS VII

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP PRETEST MALE SCORES VS. OGDEN GROUP
PRETEST MALE SCORES

ONIOMM~....001111~.~WOOWmon0...010MOOM



TABLE VIII

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP PRETEST FEMALE SCORES VS, CONTROL GROUP
PRETEST FEMALE SCORES

011015 UMNROWD.NIMMOWSOMOM

Measurement

.. ONWIIIMOOMOINOW110

T-Value

114.101.0.1.OMMIOOmb...... ......

Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 1.2019

Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 2.0401

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 .1834

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 1.4079

California F 1.1648

Mooney --Health and Physical Development .8404

School 1.3050

Home and Family 1.5433
Money, Work, the Future 1.4552
Boy and Girl Relations 1.7645
Relations to People in General 1.3987
Self-centered Concerns 1.5991

Total 1.8072

ITED Total 1.0524

Lorge-Thorndike 2.4859*

Winger --Appearance .2200

Social Behavior 1.0821

Personality 1,1172

Authority 1.7358

Other 1.5818

Total 1.4549

1111101.111 MIMMI 111411 0.1.41.011...1141111

* Significant at .05

** Significant at .01

*** Significant at .001
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TABLE IX

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP PRETEST FEMALE SCORES VS. OGDEN GROUP
PRETEST FEMALE SCORES

........ca......wl.ldm.moadIms.W1,,OWIMD4IMombWOW.IoMPft.OmMmOMmw4M~ODw.mdOWdOWIMIWWIWMbmmyil...mmdlOIWINO.IMMIP

Measurement T-Value
.1.....ommow~mmilymmumwealmmemrommommksowoworawwimm.4.1...4061..W..r ...... ......~..MommeMmlow~40....amm

Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 .5954
Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 .8006
Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 .1510
Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 1.1392

California F .8651

Mooney --Health and Physical Development 1.8349
School 1.4540
Home and Family .7608
Moneys, Work, the Future 1.2307
Boy and Girl Relations 1.8146
Relations to People in General .8597
Self-centered Concerns 1.3915
Total 1.6221

ITED Total .0539

Lorge-Thorndike 1.8125

Winger--Appearance .8286
Social Behavior 1.9518
Personality 1.9991
Authority 3.2549**
Other 1.5184
Total 2.1240*

OMmmw....O.Mmmmwwwmmmsmr,..moumImmmwmms.m..rmmnrmmwmmemOommm.mmmmiuwmwswovomwOMwwrmmmowmhmmo..mmwmwmwkmwemwwm.iMmmwmmmmq~

* Significant at .05
** Significant at .01

*** Significant at .001
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Table X. Eaiimentacx.rouPretestScoresvs.E3

Posttest Scores. As indicated on Table X, four of the Winger measurements

showed some highly significant (.001) improvements: Appearance, Social

Behavior, 2ersonality, and Total. One other Winger score, the nOther,

showed a significant improvement (.01).

Tab3e XI. Exurimental Grou Pretest Male Scores vs Ex rimental

Group2osttest Male Scores. As indicated on Table XI, the male members of

the EXperimental Group showed several significant improvements on the

Winger: Appearance (.01), Social Behavior (.01)0 Personality (.001),

Authority (.05), and Total (.001).

Table XII. Experimental Group Pretest Female Scores vs. Ex eri-

mental GInap Posttest Female Scores. As indicated on Table XII, the

Experimental Group female members showed significant improvements on parts

of the Winger: Appearance (.05), Social Behavior (.01), Personality (.05),

and Total (.05).

Table XIII Control Grous Pretest Scores vs. Control Group Post.

test Scores. As indicated on Table XIII, the Control Group improved sig-

nificantly (.05) on ITED #4. They alSo improved on all of the Winger

measurements: Appearance (.05), Social Behavior (.01), Personality (.05),

Authority (.05), Other (.05), and Total (.01).

Table XIV. Control Grou Pretest Male Scores vs. Control Grau

Posttest Male Scores. As indicated on Table XIV, the Control Group male

members showed a significant improvement on three parts of the Winger:

Appearance (.05), Social Behavior (.01), and Total (.05).
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TABLE X

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP PRETEST SCORES VS. EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

POSTTEST SCORES

41110MWOW110.000110.0411.1.1.....ftWIMMI.10VM4111.10.4.WOOMOW
111111a.....41/0111111M1.111111.1.11111001010111141110.1.1M001111111111=11.111

NOMOSIM1111110.11.111INIMMINOMID111 .......1141011111001110111.01NeeNeMINDOM11...... 1100111/00MIIIMINIONIUM1110.101111.1.11101010.8.11,010YMISOMME000111111=11110111MOMMI

Measurement T -Value

.....AWOOmUsimmOweimmosOmmilmm=1.ftwommemommowdmommommommo~
....... ognom.momm........ms .....mis406GIMINMWMON.~M.IN

Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 .9683

Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 1.3972

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 1.5224

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 .7531

California F .6113

Hooney--Health and Physical Development .8867

School .2831

Home and Family 1.0059

Money, Work, the Future .6157

Boy and Girl Relations .6963

Relations to People in General .6007

Self-centered Concerns .4339

Total .8331

ITED Total 1.3381

Lorge-Thorndike .2994

Winger--Appearance 3.1715***

Social Behavior 3.5655***

Personality 3.4877***

Authority 2.4532w*

Other 1.5040

Total 3.4370H-w

016.11.111Aftdm.m4MOMOWIWIMO.M..........4....14!011W......00.1.101MOMMIMMOMMIIMOMMMNIMMOOMMAWOMMIOIMIOIMMP~11100MOIM

* Significant at .05
** Significant at .01

*** Significant at .001

eAritot
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TABLE XI

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP PRETEST MALE SCORES VS. EXPERIMENTAL
GROUP POSTTEST MALE SCORES

11011.11MCOOWN.M MINOMmilMMWMMOOMIMM mwwwOOO.W1W1WOilftWmloww.ms.mpgpgwwq..g...wmmqg.gmeb.gygg....g.gg...wgg........ IMIminft MINOMPWOONOmgo

slml.012.0awmo 01111OM100 ammo, OWMPOINi.
MOM. 1011M1.14.11~.1111111101111111MIONM 111.MIIMP., OM= WM.*. OM .....11MINNOMOW

Measurement T-Value
01111.1...1000.0110001. ambMOOMMOMMM11M.....0iellOMORIOOMMOIROOM

Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 .5872

Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 1.5520

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 .8987

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 .2479

California F .0638

Mooney--Health and Physical Development .4008

School .2487

Home and Family .2075

Money, Work, the Future .0824

Boy and Girl Relations .1378

Relations to People in General .0577

Self-centered Concerns .1623

Total .2148
,

ITED Total .8900

Lorge-Thorndike .5875

Winger--Appearance 2.5515**

Social Behavior 2.8404**

Personality 3.0973***

Authority 2.2889*

Other 1.4247

Total 3.1311***

OMIIWWIWIMIOMdmwOMWMO.O1lWmyqlWmm.m..l.gg.p.m.ftiftw...MW.WmmOWOMAINWW.O.WnOddOOWlimi~RWIMKJMI........iOIWIMWIUIWOOYMbMAWWD

* Significant at .05
** Significant at .01

*** Significant at .001
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TABLE XII

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP PRETEST FINALE SCORES VS. EXPERIMENTAL
GROUP POSTTEST FEMALE SCORES

OAMMOOWww. SIMvmmimmmilonoMM100.0411mmomilmmo.0.100.01.1...MommmammwdmadimmommeMBImairmimm.momm ...... ammwmmhamsemluwmmmmommmmm~ummmmm.
11111SIMMOOW

Measurement T -Value
010100.011111011MWW1104111MOVIMNIII 0.~....MOWOOmpi~ 0110MINWIMMIWIGINII1111101.101..ftwOININYOMINVIIIN

Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 .9845
Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 .4533
Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 1.3377
Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 1.1076

California F .8629

Mooney--Health and Physical Development .9282
School .8676
Home and Family 1.2755
Money, Works the Future 1.2517
Bay and Girl Relations 1.0488
Relations to-People in General .9962
Self-centered Concerns .9873
Total 1.1545

ITED Total 1.1853

Lorge-Thorndike .2818

Winger --Appearance
Social Behavior
Personality
Authority
Other
Total

1.9441*
2.8763**
2.4328*
1.4937
.9560

2.3847*

OOWMPOPMIO4OMOMQ.WMRModOMMOOWMIOWOOOWOWeMMDOM..OWA..,.O.....WWWNIMWIOWOPIWMOOWMIOMOOMMI.IMMNOMSWI

* Significant at .05
** Significant at .01

*** Significant at .001
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TABLE XIII

CONTROL GROUP PRETEST SCORES VS, CONTROL GROUP POSTTEST SCORES
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TABLE XIV

CONTROL GROUP PRETEST MALE SCORES VS. CONTROL GROUP POSTTEST

MALE SCORES

MMOM11010411ftOlOMMOMM4104144WYM11010111l10=4110MIMIMINIMIO
.....~=1101...011~0.

Measurement T-Value
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Table v. Contrallimalutzta Female Scores vs. Control Grcu.

Posttest Female Scores... As indicated on Table XV, the female members of

the Control Group showed several significant improvements on the Winger:

Personality (.05), Authority (.05), Other (.05), and Total (.05).

Table XVI. Ogden Group Pretest Scores vs. 0 den Grou Posttest

Scores. As indicated on Table XVI, the Ogden Group demonstrated a sig-

nificant improvement on several parts of the Mooney: HF (.05), MMF (.01),

BC (.05), SC (.05), and Total (.01). Also, they showed improvenent on

three parts of the Winger: Appearance (.05), Social Behavior (.05), and

Personality (.05).

Table XVII. Ogden group Pretest liaAt,222Em_ILE,Adtajiroup Post-

test Male Scores. As indicated on Table XVII, only one significant

improvements was noted among the Ogden Group male members--the Winger

Appearance (.05).

Table XVIII. Ogden Group Pretest Female Scores vs. Ogden Group

Posttest Female Scores. As indicated on Table XVIII, the Ogden Group

female members improved significantly on six of the eight sections of

the Mooney: S (.01), HF (.05), MWF (.05), BC (.05), SC (.05), and Total

,(.05).

Table XIX. Total Student Pretest Scores vs. Total Student Post-

test Scores. As indicated on Table XIX, the total group --experinentals

control, and Ogden --used in the study demonstrated several significant

improvements: ITED #4 (.05), ITED Total (.05), Mooney HF (.05), Mooney

10:7

c 7:7:7
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TABLE XV

CONTROL GROUP PRETEST FEMALE SCORES VS. CONTROL GROUP
POSTTEST FEMALE SCORES

awm....rdmg..ghem..mwsmwepmemmsommmmOwWmmmm.m..Wwo.m..ONW..WimwWAWW5Owgrmm.gg...wmeammmmmmftgmmmmwemImnrsmmm

Measurement T Value

Iowa Test ye Educational Development #1 1,2994

Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 1.4756
Iowa Tebt of Educational Development #5 .4128
Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 .8101

California F 1.1570

Mooney--Health and Physical Development .0440

School .3899
Home and Family .3970

Money, Work, the Future .1290
Boy and Girl Relations .4922
Relations to People in General .2237

Selfcentered Concerns .3173

Total .0986

ITED Total .8415

LorgeThorndike .9638 I

Wingor--Appearance 1,2477 ,

Social Behavior 1.3160
Personality 2.0657*
Authority 1.7344*
Other 1.9834*-,.

Total 2.0770*
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TABLE XVI

OGDEN GROUP PRETEST SCORES VS. OGDEN GROUP POSTTEST SCORES

IMINIMMOW.110 NV MO.NPI 10OMMIIMMNIMONOM IHM=Mme I MEIN, WWII= 11111111.1.11=NOIMMI.WOMM

Measurement T-Value

Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 1.1372

Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 .6068

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 .4814

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 .5431

California F .2221

Mooney--Health and Physical Development 1.5410

School 1.5895

Home and Family 2.0863*

Money, Work, the Future 2.7655**

Boy and Girl Relations 2.0831*

Relations to People in General 106273

Self-centered Concerns 2.1980*

Total 2.6087**

ITED Total .9510

Lorge-Thorndike .9651

Winger--Appearance 2.0850*

Social Behavior 1.7794*

Personality 1.7092*

Authority .1496

Other 7579
Total 1.6233

* Significant at .05
*h. Significant at .01
*** Significant at .001



TABLE XVII

OGDEN GROUP PRETEST MALE SCCRES VS. OGDEN GROUP POSTTEST

MALE SCORES

-55-

0.1110.~0....WIMOMWMO..00.
ONINIM0

ir.1.1.6.01101.malorrom.b....Na...,
....041.A.SOOMININIMMONWOMIPOMMI101.1110.

Measurement T -Value



TABTE XVIII

OGDEN GROUP PRETEST FEMALE SCORES VS. OGDEN GROUP POSTTEST

FEMALE SCORES

56

0110~Mmommw .....1.INOM.M.....1.memMelreame4.
01.0.........ftwormOommor.m...m....m.m.mmommowfmmemoolormimmwOrrmilrelm.WerwormoMmoalwamameidemwmftwomWOMM010

Measurement T -Valuer_aotar
Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 1.0708

Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 .4512

Iowa Test of Educational Development 6 .9091

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 .1761

California F .5459

MooneyHealth and Physical Development 1.3011

School '2,919e**

Home and Family 1.7142*

Mbneys Work, the Future 2.3864*

Boy and Girl Relations 2.1998*

Relations to People in General 1.2758

Self-centered Concerns 1.9471*

Total 2.3323*

ITED Total .7555

Lorge-Thorndike .1784

Winger --Appearance .8273

Social Behavior 1.0866

Pers onality .7618

Authority :4174

Other .1187

Total .6993

.II....P*..dllOOMNW...dmwW.OM.g.ImftmWJIWOMOMWMIWWIIMMIWIWWWWOIMMRIVWM.W....~O.WOMRMMMOIOWMIOONCINIWMIOMrNWM.~OMII

* Significant at .05

** Significant at .01

*** Significant at .001
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TABLE XIX

TOTAL STUDENT PRETEST SCORES VS. TOTAL STUDENT POSTTEST
SCORES

.....m.ommgmwwmr.pmrmmmgmmom44mrmmWmw.ftwromm.~mPmmwwmmmwm.Ww.mwm.mewdlmoameinawiimmwdmnftmmamommdmmmdpnogmmomColwowmuogwmm
emiglammWmommImmammMmilmilmmemmemwmrtwoOmmiONOMmembermemommOmpomesam

....~41.41.mOOMPOIMMOMMOWSIO

Measurement T -Value

0.1111120.11WEWM.m~AftiMMO0111MMOMOMMlammOWIMMIMMO111IMPNWIWOMIMMIAMOWOMO.0001.101,OftempUilmil~MOOMOOMMIDOmMOMMM

Iowa Test of Educational Developaent #1 1.6160

Iowa Test of Educational Development A 2.2641*

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 1.3395

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 1:4346

California F .6315

Mooney--Health and Physical Development 1.2923

School "1.0392

Hone and Family 1.8482*

Money, Work, the Future 1.9533*

Boy and Girl Relations 1.5858

Relations to People in General 1.0466

Self-centered Concerns 1.3942

Total 1.8675*

ITED Total 1.9019*

WingerAppearance 4.3471***

Social Behavior 4.3553***

Personality 3.9479***

Authority 2.5166**

Other 2.2586*

Total 4.1760***

45.0d...MO10.10.1.ftmeam01 11MISIMIMINIMIMINIIMMIIIIIM111011.11111M1

* Significant at .05
** Significant at .01

*** Significant at .001



MMF (.05), Mooney Total (.05), Winger Appearance (.001), Winger Social

Behavior (.001), Winger Personality (.001), Winger Authority (.01)2

Winger Other (.05), and Winger Total (.001).

Table XX. Total Grou Pretest Male Scores vs. Total Grou Post-

test Male Scores. As indicated on Table XX, the total boys improved on

ITED #4 (005) and five parts of the Winger: Appearance (.001), Social

Behavior (.001), Personality (.01), Authority (.05), and Total (.001).

Table XXI. Total Group Pretest Female Scores vs.1Total Group

Posttest Female Scores. As indicated on Table XXI, the total girls

demonstrated significant improvement on the ITED #I (.05), the Mooney

NWF (.05), the Mooney Total (05), and all six parts of the Winger:

Appearance (.05), Social Behavior (.01), Personality (.01), Authority

(.05), Other (.05), and Total (.01).

Comparison of Differences (Change Scores)

The final category into which the data were analyzed was to com-

pare all graups and sub-groups to see whether the improvements were

statistically significant when compared to each other.

Table XXII. Experimental Graup Differences vs. Control Group

Differences. As indicated on Table XXII, no significant differences

were demonstrated between the improvements of the EXperimental Group

and the improvements of the Control Group.



TABLE XX

TOTAL GROUP PRETEST MALE SCORES VS. TCTAL GROUP POSTTEST
MALE SCORES

Measurement T -Value

Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 ,.5381

Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 1.9135*

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 .7076

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 .9550

California F .5505

Mooney--Health and Physical Development .7423

School .1676

Home and Family 1.1031

Money, Work, the Future 1.1875

Boy and Girl Relations .7858

Relations to People in General .3586

Self-centered Concerns .5968

Total 1.0348

ITED Total 1.0845

Lorge-Thorndike .0900

Winger--Appearance 3.6991***

Social Behavior 3.5619*)}-*

Personality 2.8418**

AUthority 1.9180*

Other 1.5729

Total 3.299a***

* Significant at .05
** Significant at .01

4Hat' Significant at .001
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TABLE XXI

TOTAL GROUP PRETEST FEMALE SCORES VS, TOTAL GROUP POST-
TEST FEMALE SCORES



TABLE XXII

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP DIFFERENCES VS. ODNTROL GROUP DIFFERENCES

".1"011#""Immeworw.............. oolownwesacom

Measurement T -Value

Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 .0299

Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 .2913

Iawa Test of Educational Development #5 1.6342

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 .4555

California F .9708

Mooney--Health and Physical Development .3328

School .6176

Home and Family .3186

Money, Wbrk, the Future .7867

Boy and Girl Relations .5297

Relations to People in General .0385

Self-centered Concerns 1.0805

Total .1135

ITED Total .5692

Lorge-Thorndike .1820

Winger --Appearance 1.4248

Social Behavior .8900

Personality 1.3191

Authority .2318

Other .5444

Total .6987
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Table XXIII. Ex rin ntal Grou Male Diff renc s vs Control Gr u

Male Differences. As indicated on Table XXIII, no significant differences

were found between the improvements of the Experimental Group male members

and the Control Group male members.

Table XXIV Ex erimental Grau Female Differences vs. Control

Group Female Differences. As indicated on Table XXIV, only significant

difference was found between the Experimental Group female mAmhArs And

the Control Group female members: ITED #5 (.01).

Table XXV. Experimental Grqup Differences vs. 0 den Group Differ-

ences* As indicated on Table XXV, two significant differences were found

between the change scores of the Experimental Group members and the Ogden

Group members. The Ogden Group improved significantly (.05) moreso than

the Experimental Group on the Mooney MWF. Just the reverse was true on

the Winger Authority (.05) where the Ebgerimental Group improved signi-

ficantly moreso than the Ogden Group.

Table XXVI. _Experimental Group Male Differences_s_s_LORIlajanagg

Male Differences. As indicated on Table XXVI, no significant differences

were found betwten the improvements of the Experimental Group male members

and the Ogden Group male members.

Table XXVII. Experimental Grous Female Differences vs. 0 den Grou

Female Differences. As indicated on Table XXVII, the Experimeltal Group

femals members improved significantly moreso than the Ogden Group female

members on the Winger Authority (.05) and the Winger Total (.05).



TABLE XXIII

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP MALE DIFFERENCES VS. CONTROL GROUP

MALE DIFFERENCES

OWI'MOSIM.OWPOW~01.41MAMIONOMO.
.11.11MOMMOMOVIMIONWIWOW... MN's,

Measurement T-Value

olmmmwftmm...mrmowlrmsmblwoIA
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wnlm,~omwiw...mrmmmmsodimwsmmOMVOWo.........W.......n.mkwwdnwem4aommlmoemmwmWMomiogmmg.

Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 .7752

Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 .3091

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 .0541

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 .7535

California F .5983

Mooney--Health and Physical Development 1.5295

School .0349

Home and Family .2817

Money, Work, the Future .2960

Boy and Girl Relations 1.0077

Relations to People in General .2508

Self-centered Concerns .5023

Total .3807

ITED Total .0990

Winger- -Appearance .7441

Social Behavior .0821

Personality 1.2763

Authority .3885

Other .0236

Total .7910



TABLE XXIV

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP FEMALE DIFFERENCES VS. CONTROL GROUP
F D LE DIFFERENCES

410.1111NOOMOWOOROMMOOM*4.11.004MMOO...see ...........M.00.111.111.0.0101MMO.,......MMMOMIOWMOVINIWINDOIM101M01.

Measurement
1111MINIWOMOW,~41.1.MMO......10MOMMINION.1.0.01.0.0.NO

T -Value
...wealtmOmummehOmmoomommAnummor..mowomminommimmomm.memommoloommamm.mommedOem

Iowa Test of Educational Developmant #1 .6911

Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 1.2397

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 3.3686*

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 .4615

California F .7255

Mooney--Health and Physical Development 1.6832
School .8143

Home and Family .1527

Money, Work, the Future 1.6679
Boy and Girl Relations .6054
Relations to People in General .3449
Self-centered Concerns 1.0982
Total .3170

ITED Total 1.1803

Lorge-Thorndike 1.1755

Winger --Appearance 1.4260
Social Behavior 1.4194

Personality .7623

Authority .8496

Other .6774

Total .3500
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TABLE XXV

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP DIFFERENCES VS. OGDEN GROUP DIFFERENCES

ow.sono MOrasa.. tom a. am
www %. elmaxwr ow. IVO OM',.....

Measurement T-Value
21ftemmile.mmuImmremwomftwa.....MMommom

Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 .7312

Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 .4834

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 .9543

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 .0653

California F 1.4417

Mooney--Health and Physical Development .2863

School 4355
Home and Family 1.5455

Money, Work, the Future 1.0144

Boy and Girl Relations 2.0002*

Relations to People in General .7279'

Self-centered Concerns 1.0410

Total 1,7765

ITED Total .2103

Lorge-Thorndike 1.7279

Winger--Appearance .2331

Social Behavior .8404

Personality 1.1282

Authority 2.6289*

Other .6420

Total 1,3391

* Significant at .05

**Significant at .01

*** Significant at .001
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TABLE XXVI

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP MALE DIFFERENCES VS. OGDEN GROUP MALE
DIFFERENCES

011mwm.0001.1m004.... .111011000m romm.ININIIMONMO...
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TABLE XXVII

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP FEMALE DIFFERENCES VS. OGDEN GROUP FEMALE

DIFFERENCES

.....
1111Wort.11111100.10* ......14.11*100NaLMIII1r.......1111101111MIM

Measurement T-Value

mommftwormamoadi ..... sowumolommo 0111110.1

Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 .2198

Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 .2342

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 1.1653

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 .6435

California. F .3399

MooneyHealth and Physical Development .5974

School .2357

Home and Family 1.4599

Money, Work, the Future .6339

Boy and Girl Relations .9943
Relations to People in General .2979

Self-centered Concerns .6432

Total .5963

ITED Total
.5243

Lorge-Thorndike .8406

Winger--Appearance 1.6711

Social Behavior 2.0308

Personality 1.6430

Authority 2.5149*

Other 1.3951

Total 2.3033*

MOMilmomMOMOmmilmWmft.aammmemOdmimmommommmmOmmiWomieftsimmam.......mw.M.0010.mftWIIIMOWMiro

* Significant at .05

** Significant at .01
*** Significant at .001

1771
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IL CONCLUSIONS

In addition to the five hypotheses raised, there were compounding

questions (See Page 33) because of the use of two other groups against

whom the study group was measured. Therefore, it seemed logical to

divide the conclusions into five major sections--one for each of the five

hypotheses, and then to discuss them in reference to the four questions.

'Isothesis Th Ex.-rim ntal Grau memb rs would sh w an im rov m nt

in the area of Social Attitude as measured b_z_theCaliniattF" Scale

b_z_havingaalowerendimbhanbeinni.

The pretest scores indicated that while the Experinental Group

was significantly different from a normal population, it did not differ

significantly from the members in either the Control Group or the Ogden

Group.

Conclusion #1. Members of all three groups were mparentlz

extremely biased and opinionated.

This could reflect a lack of educations effects of a low socio

economic conditions, high rate of delinquency (approximately 60 per cent

in the Experimental Group), or any number of conditions outside the realm

of this study. Further study is recommended.

All three groups showed improvement by having lower scores on the

posttests. When further divided into male and female, all groups still

showed improvement. None of the improvements, however, were significant.

Conclusion #2. Hypothesis AI. was substantiated. The Group did

indeed improve, even though not to the degree of significance usually

held to eliminate chance,
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show_animprovement

in the area of Personal Problems as measuredia_Lh2Matarley Problem Check-

liattslerendinscore thara_kullagail.

The Mooney has 210 items, 30 in each of the following areas:

1. Health and Physical Development (HPD)

2. School (S)

3. Home and Family (HF)

4. Money, Work, the Future (MWF)

5. Boy and Girl Relations (BG)

6. Relations to People in General (PG)

7. Self-centered Concerns (SC)

Also, there is a Mooney total score.

The'pretest scores indicated that only one significant difference

exited between the Experimental and Ogden Groups, the Experimental Group

was significantly higher than the Ogden Group on one of the Mooney items:

BG (.05).

The Experimental GraupfemaIes were significantly younger than the

EXperimental Group males, while the Ogden females were significantly

older than the Ogden males,

Conclusion #1. Significant differences in ages account for the

beginning difference in ply and Girl Relations (BG).

The pretest scores indicated that the Experimental Group was signi-

ficantly higher than the Control Group in four of the Mooney items: BG,

PG, SC, and the Total.

Conclusion #2. Comparing improvement in Social Attitude as measured

by the Mooney was meaningless simply because the pretest scores indicate



that the EmEITEErell Group and the Control ..roup are distinctly two

different 2atIJALLT1.1 on this variab1e.

When comparing beginning vs ending scores it was found that the

Ogden Group made significant improvements in most areas of the Mooney

while the acperimental Group and the Control Group made none. A closer

investigation uncovered the fact that the Ogden males made no signifi-

cant improvement, which means it was the weight of the Ogden Group female

improvement which affected the total group*

Conclusion a. Comparison between the Ej_p_ces....,xlime Group and the

Control Group on the Mooney was meaningless because of the significant

difference in the ages of the girls, which in turn allowed the older

girls to score better in the seven areas.

When analyzing the significance of the differences between begin-

ning and ending scores among groups and sub-groups only one was signifi-

cant. The Ogden Group improved significantly moreso than the Experimental

Group. This once again can be traced to the difference in ages of the

girls which biased the total scores and made comparison meaningless.

One further observation must be made. While both the Experimental

Group and the Ogden Group improved in all areas of the Mooney, the Control

Group did not.

Conclusion #40 Where it was demonstrated that the improvement of

the Ogden Group.was attributable to female maturation, the improvement of

the Experimental Group in the sane setting with the Control Grau. (which

was also a more similar group) mmbe attributed to the OSCICT even 1122AG.12

the improvements approached, but did not reach significance.
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Conclusion # Hypothesis f2 was substantiated,

The improvements were not statistically significant; however,

the investigator believed they should be investigated further as it was

suspected that students actually did improve significantly, but that they

were more willing to indicate personal probleas on the posttest than they

were on the pretest.

Grou members woulq_glorialjaarommat

in the area of Personalily_ALRIIElnyija the wiamcaLan_lamitax

The pretest scores indicated that nembers of the Experimental

Group and members of the Control Group were similar. When members of

the Experimental Group were compared with members of the Ogden Group it

was immediately shown that there was a highly significant difference (.001)

on five of the six categories of the Winger. By comp ring the Experimental

Group male members with the Ogden Group male members, and the Experimental

Group femal members with the Ogden Group female members, significant dif

ferences were still there.

Conclusion #1. gorn)._ai_.ison of the Experimental glom and thq 20:In

kelku on the Winger Inventou was meaninglesi because they came from such

different populations on this variable.

The pretest scores indicated that there was a significant differ

ence on five of the six categories of the Winger when the Experimental

Group male members were compared with the Experimental Group female

members. The girls scored much higher.
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Conclusion_ga. The girla in th Emerimotal Group were much less

deviant in personality traits than were the Experimental Group boys, or,

corlyemtly, the!. Eperirnnta1 Group b9vs tended to be extremely deviant in

ascwilali-b traits fr.= both the girls in the ButEimental Group and from

what might be antipizated from male high school graduates of the same age.

Even though not directly under investigation, the pretest data

indicated that the total girls in the three groups were significantly

better than the boys (.01) on five of the six Winger categories.

From a comparison of beginning vs. ending scores among groups, the

following were derived. Even though the Ogden Group was a vastly superior

group at the outset than either of the Salt Lake Groups, its members

nonetheless made significant improvements in three areas of the Winger:

Appearance (.05), Social Behavior (.05)0 and Personality (.05).

Conclusion #4 The mast in 2,gden did have value in improving.

the students in the area of personalLtz as measured 122 the Winger.

Even though the Control Group was significantly different from

either the Experimental Group or the Ogden Group at the outset, they

showed significant (.01)-increases on both Social Behavior and Winger

Total.

Conclusion #i. Apparently imat being in a program where some

attention and care was given to this type of student will result in signi-

ficant improvements.

Members of the Experiment Group did improve in all six areas of the

Winger. Four (Appearance, Social Behavior, Personality, and Total) wtre

highly significant (.001) and one(Total) was significant (.01). The sixth

approached but did not reach the .05 level of significance.
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Conclusion...16. The OSCICT did aid innIgElag. highly significant

improvements in the areas measured 1.2y the Winger.

An analysis of the differences, or improvements, when compared,

turned up three significant (.05) items: (1) Experimental Group improved

significantly moreso than the Ogden Group on Authority, (2) Experimental

Group female members improved moreso than Ogden Group female members on

Authority, and (3) Experimental Group female members improved moreso than

Ogden Group female members on the Winger Total.

This again would substantiate conclusion #6 that indeed the OSCICT

did lead to more significant improvements in the Experimental Group members

than was demonstrated in either of the other two groups.

Ligoth2a?;a14. The Experimental Group...ambers would show an im rovement

in the area of Achievement as measured by the Iowa Tests of Educational

Develo ment b havin hi her endin scores than beginning.

The following four tests from the ITED battery were given:

Test #1: Understanding Basic Social Concepts

Test #4: Ability to do Quantitative Thinking

Test #5: Interpretation--Social Studies

Test Use of Sources of Information

In addition a total score was recorded.

The pretest scores indicatdd that as a totalp the three groups

did not differ significantly on any of the ITU measurements. This was

not true when analyzing sexes. When comparing the Experimental Group

male members with the Experimental Group female members, it was uncovered

that the girls were significantly higher on ITED #9 (.01) and on the ITED

Total (.05).
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cgliclusion #1. II_Haz. aRallztut Iliad: al. Iht autzel tax Iht

Experimental gnom were academically. better prepared than were the boys in

the Experimental glom.

Though not under direct investigation, another observation was that

the girls in the Ogden Group likewise were significantly higher (.05) than

the boys in the Ogden Group. Also, it was noted that they had significantly

more education (.01) than did the boys which probably accounts for this

finding.

The Ogden Group male nembers were significantly (.05) academically

better prepared than the male members of the Experimental Group.

Conclusion #2. It was meaniuglus to compare the boys in the Ogden

Group with the boys in the EXperimental ga.m. because of a significant

difference at the outset in total academic preparation.

When comparing the improvements one with another, the total groups

had no significant differences. However, after breaking the groups into

male and female, it was discovered that the Experimental Group female

members improved significantly (.01) moreso than the Control Group female

members.

Conclusion #3. The OSCICT did indeed seem to have the anticipated

effect as the female members of the Experimental Group mippaml signifi-

cantly moreso than the female members of the Control G.1122.

Conclusion 2.4, Inasmuch as the Experimental Grom did indeed

m_iove in every area of the ITED measurements, the hypothesis was sub

stantiated.
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Hypothesis #5. The Experimental pimp members would show an improvement

in the area of Potential Abilitzasmasurellytheiage-Thorndike by

havirIgj1&._ssc_.)/gesthanIg.oeinniniiherendir

The pretest scores indicated that Experimental Group female members

were significantly higher than (.05) the Control Group female members on

the Lorge-Thorndike. This impact was felt, as the total Experimental

Group was significantly higher than the total Control Group, but the

boys were comparable.

Conclusion #1. The female members of the Experimental Group had

g.a...411.9. y more academic potential at the outset than did the male

members.

22n2112112n_ig. Inasmuch as the male members of the Experimental

Group decreased slightly on the posttest, the hypothesis was not sub-

stantiated.





CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to test the ability of the OSCICT

to improve those students in the Experimental Group in five areas: (1)

Social Attitude, (2) Personal Problems, (') Personality, (4) Achievements

(5) Potential Ability. Five tests were selected and/or developed to

measure the anticipated improvements: (1) California 'To Scale, (2)

Mooney Problem Checklists, (3) Winger Behavior Inventory, (4) Iowa Tests

of Educational Development, and, (5) the Lorge-Thorndike Mental Measure-

ment.

In an attempt to make the measurements more meaningful two other

alledged similar groups were also pre and posttesthd at the same time.

The results of this investigation are sunned up as follows:

1. It was found to be virtually meaningless to compare the

Experimental Graup with either the Control Group or the

Ogden Group:

a. Several factors indicated that it was meaningless to com-

pare the-Experimental Group with the Ogden Graup: (1)

the Ogden Group female members were significantly older

and therefore demonstrated much more mature scores on the

sub-parts of the Mooney* and, (2) the Ogden Group members

were significantly higher at the outset on five of the six
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categories of the Winger, and (3) the male members.of the

Ogden Group were significantly academically better pre

pared at the outset than the Experimental Group male

members.

b. Several factors indicated that it was difficult to compare

the Experimental Group with the Control Group because of

significant differences at the outset, the most signifi

cant of which were four of the Mooney items (BG, PG, SC,

and Total).

2. It was difficult to measure the Experimental Group as a total

because an analysis of male and female members indicated that

there were significant differences at the outset: (1) the

girls were much less deviant in personality traits, (2) the

girls were better prepared academically than the boys, (3)

the female members had significantly more academic potential

at the outset than did the male members, and, (4) the girls

were significantly younger.

3. Four of our hypotheses (improvement on Social Attitude, Personal

Problems, Personality, Achievement) were substantiated by having

the members of the Experimental Group show an improvement on

the posttest scores over the pretest scores. While some of

these increases were not statistically significant, the sub

stantiation still seems to be defensible for several reasons:

a. The Experimental Group, in the same setting with the Control

Group, showed improvements while the Control Group did not.



b. The initial reluctance of students to make items concern-

ing their personal problems at the outset, may reflect

higher scores at the end simply because the fear to indi-

cate bilemi was no longer there.

c. The inprovements were highly significant (.001) in the six

areas of personality adjustment on the Winger, while both

the Ogden Group and the Control Group increased in fewer

areas and also statistically less significant (.05),

The fifth hypothesis, improvement on the Lorge-Thorndike, was

not demonstrated to any degree of significance even though

all three female groups and tmo of the male groups did improve.

II. RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the findings of this study the investigator makes the

following recommendations:

1. Because of the extreme significance (.001) demonstrated in the

Experimental Group in the areas of the Winger Behavior Inven-

tory, the investigator recommends the OSCICT as an effective

method for improving a maladjusted under-achiever in the areas

of personality deficiencies.

2. Further investigation was suggested by the completely abnormal

scores of all three groups on the California IfFn Scale.

Scores averaged approximately ten times higher than normal

scores.
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3. Further investigation is needed in the area of Personal Problems

as measured by the Mooney Problem Checklists, as the subjective

responses of enrollees indicated almost umnimously that they

believed they had solved many of their problems while enrolled,

and yet still checked almost as many problems at the posttest

as they did on the pretest. The implication seems to be that

this type of person is reluctant to divulge his most personal

problems until complete rapport, trust, and confidence has been

established between faculty and student.

4. A follow up study is recommended on the members of the Experi

mental Group to ascertain the effect of the OSCICT to carry

over beyond the training period into the world of work. Per

haps a follow up and comparison with the other two groups would

have some meaning.

5. The OSCIOT is recommended for use in another project where the

enrollees would have more time to actually demonstrate academic

achievement. The techniques call for quite some time to

develop the right atmosphere in the group setting before the

five major components can be used. With the type of enrollee

in the projects this time needed is even longer, leaving a

relatively short time for academic improvement.
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WINGER BEHAVIOR INVENTORY

An instrument to measure changes associated with improvements in self-

concept. Designed to be self-administered or given by the teachers.

(When checking scores, consider all those you know of corresponding age

and background.) It can alao be used by the teachers and counselors as

an evaluation of individual progress.

Name Date

Rate each item from 0 to 4 - rarely, seldom, sometimes, generally, always
or, terrible, poor, fair, good, excellent

1. Ap

2. So

3. Pe

4. At

5. Ot

)earance

Neatness
Grooming

dal Behavior
Manners
Acceptance of Social Values
Com.-tibilit ettin: alon: with others

Poise
Leadershi. abilit

.sonality
Competitiveness
Enthusiasm
Ambition
Self-Confidence
Determination
Initiative

itude toward authority
Cooperativeness
Respect for law
Willin:ness to follow direction

er Traits
Independent work habits
Withstand stress
Interest in learnim?.
Tenacity





TABLE XXVIII

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP PRETEST SCORES

Meseurement

46-

11111~~Mmismums..IIMINOONIMMO100101011111Mmlmellt
Male Female Total

ilarIIMINDImMININMIlmoNsorissariossolsaiartmosiammeslow4MNWOOM.10.00.10...........

Iowa Test of Educational Development #1 21.8 26.4 2304

Iowa Test of Educational Development #4 7.6 10.3 8.5

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 17.3 21.4 18.6

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 18.1 25.3 20.5

California F 45.5 48.8 46.6

Mooney--Health and Physical Development 5.8 7.3 6.3

School 6.9 7.8 7.2

Hone and Family 3.7 6.1 4.5

Money, Work, the Future 7.3 6.6 7.0

Boy and Girl Relations 5.0 5.8 5.2

Relations to Peopae in General 6.8 8.4 7.3

Self-centered Concerns 7.7 10.8 8.7

Total 43.3 51.8 46.1

ITED Total 64.8 83.4 71.0

Lorge-Thorndike 79.2 88.9 82.4

Winger--Appearance
Social Behavior
Personality
Authority
Other
Total

36.6 43.3 38.8
77.8 102.8 86.1
80.9 110.1 90.6
50.8 70.9 57.5

57.4 83.5 66.1
303.5 410.5 339.2



TABLE XXIX

CONTROL GROUP PRETEST SCORES

,

Male Female Total
INWoos WOW. Imenar omm.nrys Iwo looporowo ems. Ine..... rum ....a.areor romealmwe e+0~.......riMMI...1101mrMs..e...........0Weroouraramo Yoremo....MENRIO

Iowa of Educational Development #1 22.2 22.3 22.3
Iowa of Educational Development 04 7.5 6.8 7.2

18.8
19.5

Iowa 11Vst of Educational Development #5 16.7 22.2
Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 18.2 21.4

California F 48.9 43.8 47.0

Mooney-Health and Physical Development 4.4 5.8 4.9
School 4.9 5.1 5.0
Home and Family 2.9 3.0 3.0
Money, Work, the Future 5.6 4.3 5.1
Boy and Girl Relations 2.8 2.5 2.7
Relations to People in General 3.6 4.7 4.1
Self-centered Concerns 5.2 6.3 5.6
Total 29.2 31.8 30.2

ITED Total 64.6 72.7 67.7

Lorge-Thorndike 73.4 76.2 74.5

Winger--Appearance 42.1 44.8 43.1
Social Behavior 82.1 88.0 84.4
Personality 88.2 94.8 90.7
Authority 50.1 57.3 52.8
Other 60.1 65.4 62.2
Total 322.5 341.8 330.0
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TABLE XIX

OGDEN GROUP PRETEST SCORES

'7- 441.1.
Nomemoweals on. mat ow grantwmmsam

nINIMINO

xement Male Female Total
111.11 ilmam....mr......0111.111.......M....10.....~IMMO

Iowa r:,..:, of Educational Development #1 27.3 24.7

Iowa Ten,tt of Educational Development #4 9.6 8.8

Iowa Test of Educational Development #5 22.8 20.8

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 20.8 28.6

California F 46.4 44.6

25.9
9.2

21.7

24.9

45.5

Mooney--Health and Physical Development 4.3 4.0 4.2

School 4.8 4.9 4.8

Home and Family 2.6 4,2 3.4
Money, Work, the Future 5.1 4.6 4.8

Boy and Girl Relations 2.9 2.3 2.6

Relations to People in General 4.7 5.8 5.3

Self-centered Concerns 6.8 6.9 6.8

Total 31.1 32.7 31.9

ITED Total

Lorge-Thorndike

80.4 82.9 81.7

80.0 78.8 79.4

Winger --Appearance 38.2 49.1 43.9
Social Behavior 109.8 130.1 120.5

Personality 124.8 140.0 132.8

Authority 76.7 93.4 85.5

Other 88.1 102.2 95.5

Total 437.7 514.8 478.3
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TABLE XXXI

TOTAL GROUP PRETEST SCORES

.....

41100MOW=1..... W.V.V.Nr1+47) worailion.taiamrammarmawromm.....ocreaftsar

Male Female Total

Iowa 2.:, of Educational Development #1 22.9 24.5 23.5

Iowa Tet, of Educational Development #4 7.9 8.6 8.2

Iowa T6c;t of Educational Development #5 18.0 21.5 19.4

Iowa Test of Educational Development #9 18.6 24.9 21.1

California F 46.9 45.8 46.4

Mooney--Health and Physical Development 5.0 5.8 5.3

School 5.8 6.0 5.8

Home and Family 3.2 4.4 3.7

Money., Work, the Future 6.3 5.2 5.8

Boy and Girl Relations 3.8 3.6 3.7

Relations to People in General 5.3 6.4 5.7

Self-centered Concerns 6.6 8.1 7.2

Total 36.1 39.1 37.3

ITED Total 67.4 79.5 72.2

Iorge-Thorndike 77.2 81.5 78.9

Winger--Appearance 38.9 45.5 41.5

Social Behavior 84.9 105.6 93.1

Personality 91.2 113.5 100.0

Authority 55.0 72.7 62.0

Other 63.7 82.6 71.2

Total 333.7 416.9 366.6
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Name eland Joseph Winger

Birthplace aidgEdales Idaho

Birthdate March 5, 1919

Educati% Jordan High School, 1937
B. S., Utah State University, 1948
M. S., Utah State University, 1950
Doctoral Work, University of Utah

Certificates Vocational Agricultural
Counselor, Professional
Remedial, Professional
General Administrative

Organizations Utah Educational Association
National Educational Association
Phi Delta Kappa
Eta Pi Mu
EMBA
GLMA
VFW

Professional State Representative, NEA Teachers' Conference, 1964
Activities Vice-President, Salt Lake Teachers' Association, 1963

President, Salt Lake City Teachers' Association, 1964-66
Member, Board of Trustees, UEA, 1965-68
Board Member of UCIE, 1966-67 and 1967-68
Teacher Representative, SIC PTA Council 1963-64, 1965-66
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Professional Teacher, Weber High School, 1948-55
Positions Held Teacher, Salt Lake School District, 1955-65

Assistant Director, Oquirrh Manpower Program, 1965-66
Director, Oquirrh Manpower Program, 1966-68



PART IV

FOLLOW UP



SIX MONTH REPORT

To f-arthe- analyze the value of the Otto Self-Concept Improvement

Counselir3 Technique (OSCICT) as a technique in dealing with maladjusted

under-achver6 (high school dropouts) a follow up study was made six

months af.;er .1;.;ch group completed training at the Projects.

(..2 ync:f., this follow up repdrt more meaningful, it has been divided

into fo:%7c parts. In Part I is discussed the vocational training groups

formed and conducted at the Projects. Part II contains a detailed

description of the populations used in this study. In Part III the

details of planning and administering the follow up study are recorded.

Finally, Part IV deals with the findings from the follow up and their

implications.

I. VOCATIONAL TRAINING

The Salt Lake Project was designed for approximately eighty-five

enrollees. Each enrollee was tested and placed in classes according to

his level of achievement. Most were in need of considerable basic educa-

tions plus intensive, personalized counseling, before entering into one

of the five separate and distinct pre-determined vocational areas.

Because of the abilities, capabilities, and needs of the enrollees, the

five anticipated training programs were later modified to better suit

the enrollees' needs.

As an end result, five vocational training programs were carried

out, with the followlng numbers of trainees enrolled: fifteen in a foods

training program, fifteen in a mechanics program, sixteen in a warehousing



program, twenty-tm) in the first business training section, and sixteen

in the second business section.

Because of the limitations imposed by this study, only sixty-six

of these eighty-four enrollees were included.

The smaller Ogden Project evolved similarly, and had approximately

twenty students enrolled in a business training program.

For a number of reasons (time, facilities, funding, and prepara-

tion of enrollees) each of the training programs varied both as to

starting date and length of training course.

II. POPULATION

As indicated earlier, the populationsexperimental, control,

Ogden--ussd in this study mitre drawn from Special Youth Projects,

financed under the Federal Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962,

and administered by the Salt Lake City and INgden School Districts during

the 1966-68 school years.

Not too much personal data was recorded on the Ogden group because

the main variables investigated in this study wre the measurements

described in the early chapters of this study.

In the Salt Lake Group (where the OSCICT was used) however, early

in the program each enrollee in both the experimental and control groups

were interviewed, using a Personal Data Sheet which recorded educational

history, work history, date of birth, height and weight, parent's name

and address, and the name and address of a brother or a sister.

Later in the program, after rapport had been developed with most

enrollees, another personal interview was conducted. This second
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interview was conducted by the faculty member who it was believed had the

best rapport with the individual. This interview dealt with delinquency

records, personal habits --smoking, drinking, and drugs --religion, and

marital status.

The total results of these interviews can be found on Table XXXII.

Among the characteristics were found the following:

1. In the Salt Lake Group, 63.6 per cent had jail or juvenile

court records.

2. Almost one out of five had served time in our State Industrial

School (19.7%).

3. Approximately 75 per cent smoked and drank.

4. Glue sniffing and drugs had been tried by almost 30 per cent.

5. Living at home were 40 per cent, married 36 per cent. This

means that almost one-fourth of these youngsters were on

their own, with no family ties.

5. While not shown on the table, all but one of the students

enrolled were high school dropouts.

6. Almost 30 per cent had children.

While no detailed records were available on the Ogden Project, it

was known that only one or two of the Ogden Group had delinquency records,

most were single and lived with their parents, and several were high school

graduates.
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TABLE XXXII

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SALT LAKE ENROLLEES

.-_-____-___-_--________-_-___ ..... .....

Characteristic Experimental Control
IM110110.....04111001041N.

Total
111111114.1

Jail or Juvenile Record 58.3 70.0 63.6

State Industrial School 16.7 20.0 19.7

Married 27.7 46.7 36.4

Divorced 8.3 6.7 7.6

Children 30.5 26.7 28.8

Live with Parents 47.2 33.3 40.9

Smoke 75.0 73.7 74.2

Drink 77.7 80.0 78.8

Glue 27.7 30.0 28.8

Drugs 33.3 23.3 28.8

Church Attendance 8.3 20.0 13.6

dims...........rommarromm...Mmormorrewcww00woommam ...... Veftsmommenamoommomilmom
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III. PLANNING THE FOLLOW UP

It seemed apparent from the many times individual students changed

place of residence during the training that locating students for a six

month follow up would be difficult. TWO precautionary steps were taken:

1. While each student was interviewed using the Personal Data

Sheet, their parent's names and addresses, and the name and

address of a brother or sister were recorded.

2. Students were advised that there would be a follow up six

months after leaving school and to be prepared to supply

needed information.

Several steps were taken in preparation for the follow up. A

follaw up questionnaire was designed consisting of nine questions about

employment after leaving the project. In it were included questions

about pay, pay raises, and job descriptions. One question asked whether

or not the student had entered the military service.

A schedule of dates for sending out the questionnaire was developed

because each of the training programs had different terminating dates from

the projects. Questionnaires were nailed on the scheduled dates.

A thirty-day time limit was set for their return. A new question-

naire was sent to all those who did not return the first one within this

thirty-day period.

IV. RESULTS

Returns from the questionnaires were few. Seven were returned

from the enrollees in the foods program, three fram the mechanics? two



from the warehouse group, two from business Section #1, two from business

Section #2 and none from the Ogden Group.

The Department of Employment Security in Salt Lake City and Ogden

also made a six month follow up. Returns were less than those above.

In order to have enough information to report on the follow up,

telephone calls and personal visits to homes, friends, and relatives,

resulted in limited information on thirty-four enrollees, in addition

to the sixteen returning questionnaires.

Inquiries were made on the total group enrolled. Returns were even

more dismal when only those were used which were included in this study.

The returns from the populations used in the study were as follows:

1. Five questionnaires returned in the Salt Lake Control Group.

2. Seven returned in the Experimental Group.

3. None returned in the Ogden Control Group.

Thus, only twelve out of eighty-five were returned. Also, many of

those returned were incomplete.

V. FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Findings

Three separate and distinct findings seemed to emerge:

1. The most striking was that the tyTe of individual enrolled in

the Projects is difficult to follow. They change residence

constantly, do not leave forwarding addresses, and in many

cases even dlose friends and relatives do not know their

whereabouts. In six months most of them vanish.



2. There were not sufficient returns for statistical analysis.

3, The returns from the enrollees in the foods program were

good--seven out of fifteen.
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Conclusions

Three conclusions can thus be drawn from our three findings:

1. Following this type of individual after six months is virtually

impossible.

2. It cannot be concluded either that the OSCICT does or does not

carry over to the world of work as data were not sufficient

to analyze.

3. Following graduates is apparently easier to do when the school

is still in session. Seven returns from the fifteen graduates

of the foods program can no doubt be attributed to the fact

that it was the first vocational program completed and,

therefore, the six months follow up after its completion was

done while the school was still in session with the other

vocational groups. The graduates of this program were still

in somewhat regular contact with the school and/or students.

Recommendations

In turn, three recommendations are made:

1. It is recommended that for future studies of this kind, the

follow up be more refined. Sone possibilities for improve-

ment are:

a. Funds allocated for tracing the movements of enrollees.
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b. Perhaps graduates ought to be checked once each month and

progress noted until the sixth month.

2. Follow up study should only be used where the.training institu

tion is continuing. Once faculty and students are dispersed

contacts are lost.

3. The OSCICT study should be replicated, using a more refined

technique for following up to ascertain its effectiveness

for carrying over into the world of work.


